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an innovative method to visualize and monitor      

Patellar Tendinopathy



Scoring with Patellar Tendinopathy ?

no one size fits all diagnosis  

not a cure-all treatment  

US: no objective staging of  lesion => no tailor-made  therapy  

US: no objective monitoring            => no guided rehabilitation

It is not easy to keep scoring with patellar tendinopathy. 
It is not a simple, single stage diagnosis and there is no cure-all treatment.  
There are no objective methods, conventional ultrasonography included, for staging and monitoring of  lesions. 
This renders tailor-made therapies and guided rehab into a difficult job with trial and error. !
 



symptoms frequently preceded by matrix degradation  

conventional US is not sensitive to detect changes  

grayscale does not represent the stage of  the lesion  

conventional US is operator-dependent & limited reproducibility 

no reliable US monitoring  

What’s the problem with US ?

What is the problem with conventional ultrasonography? 
Well, there is growing evidence that tendinopathy is frequently preceded by subclinical matrix degradation. 
However, our fundamental research revealed that grayscale ultrasound is not sensitive enough to detect these early changes
Furthermore ultrasonography is highly operator-dependent and suffers a limited reproducibility.
This means that it does not allow reliable monitoring.



UTC 

= Ultrasound Tissue Characterization

~  standardized scanning 

~  visualizes & quantifies 3-D Tendon Integrity 

~  discriminates various pathological stages 

~  operator-independent 

~  highly reproducible

Therefore we developed UTC.
The technique is based on completely standardized scanning. 
UTC visualizes and quantifies 3-D tendon integrity.
It discriminates a variety of  pathological stages.
And, most important, in contrast to conventional ultrasonography, UTC is operator-independent and highly reproducible.



UTC   

✓ standardized scanning with presets 

!

✓ 7-12 MHz transducer fixed in tracker 

!

✓ motor-drive moves transducer 

!

✓ transverse scans collected every 0.2 mm 

!

✓ real-time storage in laptop 

!

✓ scan over 12 cm takes < 45 sec.

UTC is a portable modality. 
The 7-12 MHz ultrasound transducer is not operated manually but fixed in transverse position in a tracking device, preventing transducer-tilt.  
The device also contains an acoustic coupling stand-off.  
The tracking system is motorized for a gradual movement of  the transducer. 
And, during the sweep along the tendon transverse images are captured at regular distances of  0.2 mm and stored real-time in a high-capacity laptop computer.
Scanning over 12 cm takes less than 45 seconds.



✓ transversal 

✓ sagittal 

✓ coronal 

✓ 3-D coronal 

      “surgeon´s view” into lesion

Tomographic & 3-D Visualization

By piling-up and compounding these transverse images, a 3-dimensional volume block is created.
In this way tendons can be visualized tomographically in 3 planes of  view and in 3-D.
You see the
# transverse
# sagittal
# coronal
# 3-D coronal image!
Please notice the 3-D coronal view, providing an inward view into the lesion.
In this case a lesion in the patellar tendon at the inferior patella pole  



Tissue Characterization  

EchoTypes

I    intact, aligned bundle, Ø ≥ 0.35 mm 

II   discontinuous, wavy bundle, Ø ≥ 0.35 mm  

III  mainly fibrillar, Ø << 0.35 mm  

IV  mainly amorphous and/or fluid, Ø <<< 0.35 mm

Even more important than visualization is tissue characterization and quantification of  integrity. 
UTC algorithms can discriminate 4 different echo-types, namely
+ type I, generated by intact and aligned fibres and fasciculi, colored green
+ type II, generated by discontinuous, wavy and/or swollen fibres and fasciculi , colored blue
+ type III, related mainly to smaller fibrils, colored red, and 
+ type IV, related mainly to amorphous tissue with cells and fluid, colored black.!
Please notice that echotypes I and II are generated by reflections from larger structures, while III and IV are interfering echoes from smaller entities below limits of  
resolution. 



  EchoTypes & Tissue Characterization 

I.     intact, aligned bundle, Ø ≥ 0.35 mm

II.    discontinuous, wavy bundle, Ø ≥ 0.35 mm

III.   mainly fibrillar, Ø << 0.35 mm

IV.   mainly amorphous , Ø <<< 0.35 mm

This slide show what type-types mean:!
+ type I shows intact and aligned secondary collagen bundles, so called fibres and fasciculi!
+ type II shows discontinuous, wavy and/or swollen fibres and fasciculi!
+ type III shows a loose matrix consisting of  much smaller fibrils
 
+ type IV shows mainly amorphous tissue



Tomographic & 3-D Visualization

Feature view Fusion view

Subsequently the tissue types can be visualized tomographically in 
# the feature view and in 
# the fusion view.
The feature view is a plain 2-D image showing distribution of  tissue types.
The fusion view is a recent development that visualizes 3-dimensional arrangement of  tendon tissue. 



Quantification of  Integrity

NORMAL Patellar tendon 

I     intact bundles                                       70-80 % 

II    discontinuous, wavy bundles           20-30 % 

III   fibrillar matrix  

IV   amorphous matrix, cellular & fluid 
< 5 %

inter- & intra- observer reproducibility ≥ 0.92

Tendon integrity can be quantified.
This is an example of  a normal patellar tendon, consisting of  
* 70 till 80 percent echo-type I, and 
* 20 till 30 percent type II
Please notice: barely any type III or IV echoes.!
Striking difference with normal achilles tendons is that Achilles tendons show more type I and less type II echoes compared to patellar tendons. 
This indicates that fibres and fasciculi in the patellar tendon are shorter and more wavy.  
We tested the inter- and intra- observer reproducibility and in all tests the reliability appeared be excellent. 



Localized Pain, Lesion Inferior Pole

This case was suffering pain at the inferior knee cap due to a localized lesion, filled with fibrillar tissue.
Overall the tendon integrity is okay.
The moderate increase of  blue type II echoes at bony insertions like patella and tibia is not relevant, being the result of  fibres waving towards the insertion. 



Full Patellar Tendinopathy 1

This case shows a far more serious lesion, extending distally to at least mid-portion.!
The fusion view shows that the lesion is filled with loose fibrlllar and amorphous tissue, extending in posterior direction towards Hoffa’s fat pad.  



Full Patellar Tendinopathy 2

I        23% ê 

II       23%  

III      36% é 

IV      18% é

This is the same case with extensive tendinopathy.
Transverse images collected at several positions along the tendon reveal that the pathology spreads indeed over the entire length.
There is an enormous proximal defect, filled with mainly fibrillar and amorphous tissue.
Also the mid-portion, mainly in the anterior region, and the distal insertion show extensive pathology. Here the presence of  significantly increased blue type 2 echoes mixed 
with some red type 3 echoes is indicative for fibrotic and chronic inferior repair tissue.
As such the graph is characteristic for long-lasting pathology with intermittent flare-ups.  



Increased Matrix Swelling  

I        43% ê 

II       47% é  

III        8% é 

IV        2%

no Pain, only Stiff 

increase type II echoes over entire length  

indicates matrix swelling and remodeling

This case is less easy. The athlete didn’t suffer any pain. The only complaint was that the patella tendon felt somewhat stiff.
On UTC there is minimal fibrillar disintegration on the inferior knee cap.
Striking observation is the significant increase of  blue type 2 echoes, diffusely distributed through-out the tendon. 
Type 2 echoes are indicative for swollen collagen bundles. 
Probably the matrix gets swollen as a consequence of  up-regulation of  larger glycosaminoglycans binding water inside the collagenous matrix. 
The increased stiffness most probably leads to the mild reactivity observed at the inferior pole. 
Despite mild reactivity load management and monitoring was advised.  



Increased Matrix Swelling

no pain, only stiff 

      matrix swelling and remodeling é  

      => increase stiffness 

      => reactivity on inferior pole  

6 m. later: pain,typical PT tendinopathy 

matrix swelling reduced ê  

disintegration at inferior pole é 

But, the athlete didn’t want to hear about that. 
Only 6 months later he came back: in pain with a typical patellar tendinopathy. 
Now there is serious and extensive disintegration at the inferior pole.
Only good thing is that the matrix swelling further distally diminished.
This case shows clearly that sub-clinical matrix changes, leading to changing elastic properties, may lead to serious worsening of  tendon integrity and functional capacity.  



Patellar Tendon check-up  

!

only minimal tenderness 

!

adapted loading + UTC-guidance 

!

   => within weeks: improved integrity ! 

!

   => stayed sound during entire season !

Monitoring of  Exercise 

This is one of  our first cases where during a regular check-up changes in the patellar tendon were found.
Despite the fact that there were only minor symptoms, it was decided to change loading under UTC guidance.
Already within a few weeks a significant improvement of  integrity was observed.
And the player stayed sound for the entire season.
Cases like this convinced us that UTC is sensitive to detect changes of  loading regimes.
As such UTC can be used for load management and guided rehab.!



Conclusions

PT tendinopathy is not uniform 

matrix may change through-out entire PT, not limited to inferior 
pole 

matrix degradation initially without clinical symptoms 

=>    remodeling & swelling without pain lead to increased risk        

=>    staging is crucial  

exercise effects can be monitored by means of  UTC  

UTC is essential for injury-prevention & management of  PT !

In conclusion:
# patellar tendinopathy is not uniform
# frequently the matrix changes through-out the entire tendon
# frequently matrix changes can be found without clinical symptoms
# swelling of  the matrix, leading to increased stiffness, leads to increased risk
# and finally, exercise effects can be monitored.
As such, UTC may play an essential role in the management of  patellar tendinopathy. 



standardised & highly reproducible 

3-D visualisation & tissue characterisation 

early detection overstraining & degeneration

precise diagnosis & prognostication

targeted & minimally-invasive treatments

objective evaluation & monitoring of  therapy

guided rehabilitation

portable

www.UTCimaging.com

Thank you for your attention!

http://www.UTCimaging.com

